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Summary:  
 
Close reading. Not in a very long while has a term been freighted with so much responsibility to pull 
every student out of a reading tailspin and into a great future of tertiary-level and career readiness. 
Finally, here’s a book that tunes out all of the hubbub and gets down to the business of showing how 
exactly to “get close reading right”. 
 

What makes Closer Reading such a have-to-have resource? Nancy Boyles knows full well that we’ll 
never realise the promise of close reading unless we figure out there it fits in with exciting literacy 
practices. So she magnifies all the planning that goes into powerful close reading lessons, while 
providing a wide-angle lens to answer our biggest questions – top among them how close reading 
relates to text complexity and strategic reading comprehension. 
 

Chapter by chapter, Nancy delivers astoundingly practical ideas on how to import close reading into 
daily planning, including how to 
 

· connect close reading with other instructional practices (whole class, read-alouds, guided 
reading, conferring) 

· select rich texts and plan for initial close reading lessons 
· deliver initial and follow-up close reading lessons 
· engage students in peer practice after close reading 
· coordinate comprehension strategies and close reading 
· use close reading to deepen students’ independent reading 

 

Close, closer, closest. Yes, if we want our students to intimately understand a text’s ideas, we’ll need 
to make some shifts in our instruction. Fortunately, we now have Closer Reading to lean on as we go 
into higher gear. 
 

Supporting Resources:  
 

· Rigorous Reading: 5 Access Points for Comprehending Complex Texts (CO2052) 
· Close Reading and Writing from Sources (BKD1582) 


